
Natural TENCEL® Cover 
 The cover offers unique moisture management properties. It's designed to be ultra soft for sensitive skin as well 

as naturally inhibiting bacterial growth. 

 TENCEL® fabric is also an environmentally friendly/sustainable product. 

 The mattress has a white top which extends over the sides of the mattress with an Ivory white cord around the 
border. 

The sides have a cobalt blue microsuede cover for an elegant look and feel. 

3" CoolRest® Gel Infused Memory Foam 
 Advanced Gel infused memory foam helps you sleep cooler and provides improved pressure relief. 

 Perfectly conforms to your body for a soft, yet supportive feel. 

 Distributes and neutralizes pressure points to provide comfort and reduce tossing and turning at night for deep-
er, more restful sleep. 

 Open cell structure increases air flow, making it breathable and cooler to sleep on. 

 Reduces motion transfer, allowing you to move without waking your partner. 
Rebounds (takes it shape) quicker than older types of memory foam, making it easier to change positions. 

8" High Resiliency Support Foam 
 Designed to support and correctly align your spine so you can relax at night and wake up pain free. 

 Created to work in tandem with our CoolRest® memory foam and provide perfect support for consistent and 
long lasting comfort. 

 More durable than conventional foams used by other companies. 

 Accommodates any sleep position- back, side, & stomach. 
The Tranquility Gel with Natural TENCEL® measures approximately 11 inches tall. 

The Tranquility GEL with Natural TENCEL® mattress combines the comfort of TENCEL® fabric with our 
CoolRest® Gel memory foam for a mattress that is truly remarkable. TENCEL® fabric is known for its moisture 
management properties. The unique structure of the TENCEL® fiber allows it to actually absorb moisture inside 
the fiber and transport moisture throughout the fabric promoting faster evaporation. This also means that the fabric 
can naturally inhibit bacterial growth, for a healthier sleeping surface. These factors combined with the smooth sur-
face of the fiber make this material a positive environment for healthy skin. 

TENCEL® fabric is made from Eucalyptus trees utilizing a environmentally sustainable process. Since these trees 
grow quickly, they are rapidly replaced when cut. They also yield more fiber per square meter than conventional cot-
ton, which makes this cover environmentally friendly. 

This mattress has a medium/firm feel, but allows the memory foam to quickly conform to your body for pressure 
relief and support without sinking into the mattress too far. 

Tranquility Gel Overview 


